
2023 Challenge: Contradiction - RIA

As we start 2023, the challenge this year for investors appears to be whether we rely on bearish
fundamentals or bullish technicals. Forecasting market direction becomes easier when technicals
and fundamentals are in alignment. However, investing can be very challenging in periods like the
last few months of 2022 and the beginning of 2023, where fundamentals and technicals diverge.

Lance Robert?s latest article, The Technicals Vs. The Fundamentals helps better appreciate the
current contradiction, so investors conflicted between bearish fundamental views and bullish
technical views can more effectively evaluate markets. To wit: ?In other words, the market will
respond to the ?votes? of the herd in the market. However, the market will ?weigh? the
fundamental measures and price accordingly over the longer term.? In short, the challenge for
2023 may be ?don?t pick a side.? Here are a few tips from the article:

Set aside the idea of being either ?bullish? or ?bearish.?
Once you pick a side, you lose objectivity to what is occurring within the market.
How long with the technical bull run last? I have no idea.
But when it ends, and the fundamentals begin to re-emerge, we will have plenty of warning to
adjust accordingly.

https://realinvestmentadvice.com/the-technicals-vs-the-fundamentals-which-is-right/
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What To Watch Today

Economic

8:30 a.m. ET: Initial Jobless Claims, week ended Feb. 4 (190,000 expected, 183,000 prior)
8:30 a.m. ET: Continuing Claims, week ended Jan. 28 (1.660 million expected, 1.655 million
prior)

Earnings
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Market Trading Update

As we noted yesterday, the market is overbought and pushing 3 standard deviations above the 50-
DMA. Such is usually a good precursor to a short-term correction. The sell-off yesterday turned the
MACD signal lower, which, if it crosses, will suggest at least a retest of the recent support at the
50-DMA.

For now, the bullish technical structures remain, which we must acknowledge short term. While
there are fundamental reasons for remaining cautious, until the technical underpinnings reverse,
we are in a ?buy the dip? mode for now. However, we recommend making additions very
cautiously and selectively. We can not, as investors, assume that risks are removed, particularly
with the Fed continuing to hike rates and reduce its balance sheet.

We suggest balancing additions between some growth and value. Growth will benefit from a
decline in inflation, but the value will hedge the portfolio against drawdown risks should something
go wrong.
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Bonds and Stocks Diverging ? What Gives?

As we led, we think 2023 will be a challenging year. Recent activity in the bond and stock markets
is a subtle reminder. As we show below, since the start of 2023, 1yr bill yields have risen to a new
high. The 10yr note is up about 30bps, and inflation expectations are gently increasing. At the
same time, the 2/10yr UST yield curve inverted further to near the lows of this cycle. Bond
investors are clearly worried the Fed will increase Fed Funds beyond expectations and fretting that
the fight against inflation may be more challenging than thought.



https://realinvestmentadvice.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/yields-and-inflation-expect-1.png


Through most of 2022, hawkish Fed rhetoric and upward bond yields and inflation expectations
would have shaken equity investors. Today, they seem not to care. The divergence in views is
likely transitory. Bonds either adapt to the soft-landing economic scenario, or stocks adjust to a
more hawkish Fed than previously thought. The graph below from The Market Ear highlights the
divergence between bonds and the Nasdaq.
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Google?s Bard AI May Not Be So Intelligent

Google opened 4% lower yesterday as its AI tool, Bard, answered a question wrong in a Google
advertisement. Microsoft opened higher as ChatGPT is thus far proving to be the smarter of the
two. The race to bring AI to the public is fierce. Likely the winners of the race will profit handsomely.

Per Reuters:

In the advertisement, Bard is given the prompt: ?What new discoveries from the James
Webb Space Telescope (JWST) can I tell my 9-year old about??

Bard responds with a number of answers, including one suggesting the JWST was used
to take the very first pictures of a planet outside the Earth?s solar system, or
exoplanets. This is inaccurate.

The first pictures of exoplanets were taken by the European Southern Observatory?s
Very Large Telescope (VLT) in 2004, as confirmed by NASA.
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NBER Recession Gauge

Many investors follow a faulty rule of thumb to determine if the economy is in a recession. This rule
of thumb, two consecutive negative quarters of GDP growth, has proven accurate occasionally and
dead wrong other times. Last year, for instance, economic growth declined in the first two quarters.
The NBER never called a recession. So what constitutes a recession?

It all comes down to weak employment. Expressly, per the NBER:

In recent decades, the two measures we have put the most weight on are real
personal income less transfers and nonfarm payroll employment.

With that, we created a model to help us track the economy and whether it is trending toward a
recession. The graph below shows the model correlates well with NBER recessions. Soft Landing
or Recession shares much more detail on the model and how we should think about recessions.

https://bit.ly/3yWiGWN
https://realinvestmentadvice.com/soft-landing-or-recession
https://realinvestmentadvice.com/soft-landing-or-recession
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Tweet of the Day

Please subscribe to the daily commentary to receive these updates every morning before
the opening bell.

If you found this blog useful, please send it to someone else, share it on social media,
or contact us to set up a meeting.
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